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Cloud-Native Applications in Java: Build microservice-based cloud-native applications that dynamically scalePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Highly available microservice-based web apps for Cloud with Java

	
		Key Features

		
			Take advantage of the simplicity of Spring to build a full-fledged application
	
			Let your applications run faster while generating smaller cloud service bills
	
			Integrate your...
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MooTools Essentials: The Official MooTools Reference for JavaScript and Ajax DevelopmentApress, 2008

	Mootools is a light, modular JavaScript framework that makes adding Ajax, animations, and interactive elements to your site a breeze. But it’s more than fancy effects and shortcuts; Mootools enhances the JavaScript language and makes writing clean, object–oriented code almost pleasant. Unlocking the power of Mootools, and...
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2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Spring 20052600 Magazine, 2005
2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Spring 2005

2600: The Hacker Quarterly is a quarterly American publication that specializes in publishing technical information on a variety of subjects including telephone switching systems, Internet protocols and services, as well...
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Pro Flex on Spring (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2009
Pro Flex on Spring is about building rich Internet applications (RIAs) that combine the interactive user experiences of Adobe Flex with the delivery of back-end services through the Spring Framework. You’ll find all the details you’ll need to integrate these two technologies, ranging from building custom reusable Flex components to...
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Adobe Flash Professional CS5 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2010

	Those creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Flash Professional CS5 choose Adobe Flash Professional CS5 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press. The 10 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Flash CS5.
...
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Firewalls Don’t Stop Dragons: A Step-by-Step Guide to Computer Security for Non-TechiesApress, 2018

	
		Rely on this practical, end-to-end guide on cyber safety and online security written expressly for a non-technical audience. You will have just what you need to protect yourself?step by step, without judgment, and with as little jargon as possible. Just how secure is your computer right now? You probably don't really know....
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The Bible for BlockheadsRevised Edition: A User-Friendly Look at the Good BookZondervan, 2007
If you have a hard time making sense of the Bible, The Bible for Blockheads is for you. It will transform what might seem like gobbledygook into incredible significance—enough to change your life. It can do that because the Bible is more amazing than you've ever dreamed, packed with riches, and making sense of it is no mystery. You'll even...
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AspectJ in Action: Enterprise AOP with Spring ApplicationsManning Publications, 2009
To allow the creation of truly modular software, OOP has evolved into aspect-oriented programming. AspectJ is a mature AOP implementation for Java, now integrated with Spring.
AspectJ in Action, Second Edition is a fully updated, major revision of Ramnivas Laddad's best-selling first edition. It's a hands-on guide for Java developers....
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MongoDB for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and deliver efficient Java applications using the most advanced NoSQL database


	About This Book

	
		Reuse the skills you have acquired through Hibernate or Spring to promote your applications to use NoSQL storage
	
		Explore the list of libraries that are already available to assist...
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Creating Applications with MozillaO'Reilly, 2002
Mozilla is not just a browser. Mozilla is also a framework that allows developers to create cross-platform applications. Creating Applications with Mozilla explains how applications are created with Mozilla and provides step-by-step information about how you can create your own programs using Mozilla's powerful cross-platform development...
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iPad: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Apple announced the original iPad on January 27, 2010, and the
	
		technology world hasn’t been the same since. Customers rushed to buy
	
		the tablet, snapping up more than 300,000 the day it went on sale.
	
		Competitors rushed to copy it, with Samsung, Motorola, Amazon, and others
	
		creating their own variations on...
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PHP & MySQL Web Development All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Webmasters and Web programmers around the world know that PHP and MySQL provide a robust, easy-to-learn, open-source solution for creating dynamic, database-driven Web sites for eCommerce and content management. In fact, PHP is used in one of every three Web sites on the Internet and MySQL has been downloaded millions of times. PHP and MySQL...
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